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On the heels of a report finding that St. Louis has some of the poorest-quality city services in
America, residents have criticized the city for falling behind in trash collection , and the problem
continues to pile up. T his situation quite literally stinks. How did we get here?
Originally, the city paid for solid waste collection from ordinary tax revenues. However due to
budget constraints—maybe due to the city giving away hundreds of millions of dollars in tax
subsidies —the Board of Aldermen passed a bill in 2010 to implement an $11 monthly fee per
household to help cover refuse costs. Last August, the Board voted to increase the fee to $14.
T he additional money was for, among other things, obtaining new garbage trucks to “ensure
garbage collectors won't be forced to work overtime because they're stuck with poorly
functioning trucks.”
And what have the results been? T he city’s fleet of garbage trucks continues to deteriorate.
Roughly half of the 84 trucks are in disrepair, leaving the other half to cover the 55 daily routes.
Even with extended hours and 12 new—leased—trucks, the city still lacks the resources to pick
up the trash on time, so the dumpsters continue to overflow.
We are not suggesting that the problem here is exclusively the fault of city officials. For one
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thing, piles of uncollected garbage don’t make for good optics if you’re an elected official with
constituents to keep happy. And the decision to lease new trucks rather than buy them looks like
a reasonable response from a city that is behind on maintenance for the trucks it already owns.
Maybe the larger issue is that garbage collection is a better fit for private companies than for a
city government. Privatizing this service would allow residents to choose their garbage collector,
unlike now, creating competition among service providers and incentivizing high-quality, efficient
operations. Wichita, Kansas, a city with 80,000 more people than St. Louis, has no city-run solid
waste collection system. T he average household in Wichita spends $25 per month on garbage
collection. (In comparing this rate to costs in Saint Louis, keep in mind that St. Louis’s current $14
per month fee is in addition to the money from the overall city budget that goes toward trash
collection.) As for the quality of service provided, we can’t claim to have our fingers on the pulse
of the Wichita trash-collection scene, but our internet searches yielded nothing like this or this or
this in Wichita.
Maybe it is time to see if the private sector has an answer to this embarrassing—and smelly—
problem.
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